MINISTERS WILL HAVE A SCHOOL AT UNIVERSITY.

A two-hour session on the subject of "The New World" will be held in the Iowa University Law School auditorium at 2:30 p.m. on Wednesday, December 12.

The session will be open to the public and will be conducted by the Rev. Dr. J. W. Johnson, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of Davenport, Iowa.

Dr. Johnson will discuss the problems of the new world, including its political, social, and economic aspects.

He will also address the challenge faced by ministers in guiding their congregations in this rapidly changing world.

The session is sponsored by the Iowa Conference of Ministers and is part of a series of lectures on "The New World" being held throughout the state.

HOOKE WILL SPEAK AT COMMENCEMENT.

Professor E. H. Hooke, head of the History Department at Texas A&M University, will deliver the commencement address at the University of Iowa on May 1.

Professor Hooke is a well-known scholar in the field of American history and has written extensively on the subject.

The address will be held in the University Memorial Union.

His talk will focus on the role of the United States in world affairs and the challenges it faces in the 21st century.

The commencement ceremony will begin at 10 a.m. and will feature the presentation of degrees to the Class of 2018.

Students will be able to view the ceremony online via the University's live stream.

PROF. MERRY WANTED A STAFF DOOR ADVICE IN GYM.

"I am a little disappointed by the fact that no one in the physical education department has offered to help with the incidental fees," said Professor E. H. Merry, head of the Physical Education Department.

In response to Professor Merry's request, the University's financial aid office has agreed to provide additional funding to students in need.

This move is part of the University's ongoing efforts to support its students during these challenging times.

The financial aid office can be reached at 515-336-5000.

VISION QUEST PROBLEMS.

In order to address the problems of vision that are prevalent today, the University of Iowa has initiated a new program for students.

The program, which is available to all students, will provide a comprehensive evaluation of visual skills and the development of strategies to improve visual performance.

Students interested in the program can contact the University's Department of Vision Science at 515-336-5123.
SEMINAR VACATION

Continuation of the seminar to

vacation is being given by the Univer-

sity authorities, particularly with

regard to the holidays given in the

past at Thanksgiving time. It seems

not only possible but probable that

Thanksgiving vacations at Iowa will

no longer extend over the entire

week.

With the re-adjustments in vau-

tion periods, however, there should

be the same number of day classes and

the same number of the regularity of

class life.

One of the main objectives of the

Thanksgiving vacation has been that

students in the College and students

did not go home, as it was believed that

they should. Many preferred to stay in

to Iowa City rather than spend the

on the "strings of the school.

A short vacation period at the time

of the semester is highly desirable for

a number of reasons. First, it gives

the students the facility to study the

enroll and vacuum in the classroom.

It is the glories of the average student

that he works hard during the first

week and the last week of the class

work nears the time of the semester

it is immediately followed by the

week. The students of general

vacation period after the first

week of the second semester. If

Examination week provides an atmosphere for the undergraduate.

Faculty members also: would, upon

appearance a short break in the

smooth of their work which would

give them at least some time in which

consider carefully the examination

period. Teachers and members of the

class may have written.

If the frequency of attendance at

school might be discussed on the Wed-

day night of the last week of the

course, rather than a week in school

work would be provided, which would

the class work of students and

faculty members alike.

Pleasure to give Report-

Pitchfork's report of the entertain-

ment of comedians will give a

report of "Flames in Iowa" in Iowa

City. In this instance the entertain-

ment will meet at Cowles

While, during the Christmas

days.

—Lest—Small units prove

SARKAR TO DISCUSS HINDU LITERATURE

"LOVE IN HINDU LITERATURE" TO BE SUBJECT OF INDIAN EDUCATION

Prof. Donny Kumar Sarkar will lecture Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock in room 212 Central area, on "Love in Hindu Literature."
The lecture will appeal to all students of general literature, for it will be a discussion of love as taught to the great masters of Hindu poetry," says Dr. Ruthhinda Rose of the political science department. Professor Sarkar will speak of Kalidasa, the "Virgil of Indian Literatures," Vijnanavali, the greatest of love poems in India, and Tulsidas, the author of the "Ramayana." He will also read Selections from "The Battle of Bornora," a love poem by Vijnanavali.

Professor Sarkar is the author of several works on sociology, culture, and learning, the material of which he has derived from old Sanskrit writings. His "Background in Sociology" deals with ancient and medieval botany, zoology, anatomy, and botany of India. Sarkar has founded several elementary and secondary schools in India. He has also organized literary and historical societies.

In a group of Calcutta colleges he has been offered an Oxford scholarship.

DILL WILL SPEAK IN NEW YORK AND CHICAGO

Prof. Homer Dill will read two papers at the annual meeting of the Wilson Ornithological society in Chicago Dec. 27 and 28. They will be on "Some Familiarities of Birds Life" and "The Making and Meeting Habits of the Frigates Bird."

From Chicago Mr. Dill will go to New York for a meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science to be held Dec. 26 to 28.

LAVALLIERS

In both, Gold Filled and Solid Gold

All the new finishes and all prices from $1.00 up

A Gift from the Keith & McChesney Store

Always Represents QUALITY

Keith & McChesney The Reliable Jewelers

SEAT S, Wednesday at Wieneces

Third Recital
Science Auditorium, Thursday, Dec. 14

JEAN VINCENT COOPER

"Open House"

F RIDAY, December 15th, is going to be a day set apart, particularly for Young Women

This ideal gift store for men is going to do it's best to serve lady shoppers on that day. There will be extra sales ladies, music, flowers, everything for their convenience and comfort.

It is not necessary to buy to be welcome.
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H. A. Strub & Co.
Useful Christmas Presents at Our Store
Umbrellas Hosiery Gloves
Finest Line of Handkerchiefs and Collars in the City
New Blankets, New Scarfs Center Pieces
See us before you buy
H. A. Strub & Co.

DANCING ASSEMBLY
Formerly S. U. I., every
FRIDAY NIGHT IN THE
MAJESTIC BALL ROOM
All Majestic Assemblies ARE CHAPERONED
and SANCTIONED BY UNIVERSITY AUTHORITIES
MAJESTIC 5-PIECE ORCHESTRA

TO THE UNIVERSITY STUDENT'S INTEREST
THE PAST-TIME THEATRE

Now under the management of Albert C. Dunkel, will inaugurate a new policy, showing a high grade line of films at popular prices.

One Hour Show for 5 Cents

Only high grade pictures will be shown at this house

One Hour Shows a Specialty

Main Floor Admission 5c to All, Old and Young. Balcony 10c to Old and Young.
Afternoon Shows starts 1:30, 2:30, 3:30 and 4:30. Evening Shows starts 6:30, 7:30, 8:30 and 9:30.